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Finding arc length and sector area worksheet

Arc Length Stop Shopping Section for Workout Materials to Find Arc Length! Grab this set where you rolled by replacing the radius and central angle in the formula with given values. District area is a great resource for high school, this PDF helps the area's knowledge of the sector shine in practice. Plug in the radius
values and central angle in the formula to calculate the area of the section. Find the arc length of the section area of your peers with our author's unique worksheet! Providing the area of the sections with the radius or angle underneath, these printable work sheets will ask you to find the length of the arc. Find the area of
the part of the arc length let nothing fly in the mamto of your skilled workout! Re sort the arc length formula for radius or central angle. Replace values in formula for area section. Missing Parameters | Type 1 Delve means arch length by working out problems in these pdfs; Task students with finding lost arc length, radius,
or central angle using the arc length formula. Missing Parameters | Type 2 whether it insists on revising the concept or tending to up your action that gets you going, look more. To find the missing parameters, apply the area of a section formula. Question 1: Find the length of the arc that is bold. (Take π ≈3.14 and round
your answer to a decimal location, if necessary) Question 2:In the graph given below, if QRS is the central angle and m∠QRS = 81°, m∠SRT = 115°, and a radius of 5 cm, then find the length of the QST arc. (Take π ≈3.14 and round your answer to a decimal place, if necessary) question 3:if m∠LMN = 19 degrees and
radius is 15 inches, then find the length of the LN arc. (Take π ≈ 3.14 and round your answer to a decimal place, if necessary) Question 4: Find the length of the arch featured in red. (Take π ≈ 3.14 and round your answer to a decimal place, if necessary) Question 5: Find the area of the section that is marked with a bold
line. (Take π ≈3.14 and round your answer to a decimal place, if necessary) Question 6:In Circle C if XCZ is the central angle and XYZ is a written angle and m∠XYZ = 58 degrees and a radius of 10 inches. Find the area of the XCZ section. (Take π ≈3.14 and round your answer to a decimal place, if necessary) Question
7: If QRS is a central angle and m∠QRS = 46 degrees, m∠SRT = 80 degrees, and the diameter is 4 inches, then find the area of the shadow section. (Take π ≈ 3.14 and round your answer to a decimal place, if necessary) the exact answer is the key to question 1: Find the length of the arc that is bold. (Take π ≈ 3.14
and round your response to a decimal location, if necessary) Solution:Formula to find the length of the arc= (Arc Measurement / 360°) › 2λrSubstitute r = 8, Measuring arc = 315° and π ≈ 3.14.≈ (315° / 360°) › 2 arc length is about 44 cm.Question 2:In the graph given below, if QRS is the central angle and m∠QRS = 81°,
m∠SRT = 115 degrees, and radius cm, then find the length of the QST arc. (take π ≈3.14 and round your response to a decimal location, if necessary) solution:To find the length of the QST arc, first we have to find the QST measuring arc or the central angle m∠QRT. m∠QRT = m∠QRS + m∠SRTm∠QRT = 81° +



115°m∠QRT = 196°is the formula for finding arc length= (central angle / 360°) › 2λrSubstitute r = 5, Central angle = 196° and π ≈ 3.14.≈ (196° / 360°) › 2° 3.14 5 = 17.1So, arc length is about 17.1 cm.Question 3:if m∠LMN = 19 degrees and radius 15 inches, then find the length of the LN arc. (Take π ≈ 3.14 and round
your response to a decimal place, if necessary) solution:To find the length of the LN arc, first we have to find the LN measuring arc. By writing theory angle, we must measure 1/2 degree arc = m∠LMNMultiply both sides by 2. arc measurement = 2 ∠ m∠LMNArc = 2 19 degrees arc measurement = 38 degrees is the
formula for finding the length of the arc = (arc measured / 360 degrees) - 2λrSubstitute r = 15, Arc measurement = 38 degrees and π ≈ 3.14.≈ (38 degrees / 360 degrees) x 2 degrees 3.14 15 = 9.9So, the arc length is about 9.9 inches. Question 4: Find the length of the arch featured in red. (Take π ≈ 3.14 and round your
response to a decimal location, if necessary) Solution:From the given chart, we havem∠MCN + measuring the MON arc = 360 degree plug m∠MCN = 88°88° + mon arc measurement = 360 degrees subtracted 88 degrees from both sides. Measuring the arc mon = 272 degrees given: the diameter is 4 inches. Then the
radius is = diameter / 2 = 10 / 2 = 5 ftThe is the formula for finding the length of the arc = (arc measured / 360 degrees) - 2λrSubstitute r = 5, arc measurement = 272 degrees and 5 ≈ 3.14.≈ (272 degrees/360 degrees) x 2 hands 3.14 5 = 23.7 ftSo, arc length is about 23.7 feet. Question 5: Find the area of the section that
is marked with a bold line. (Take π ≈ 3.14 and round your response to a decimal location, if necessary) solution:The formula for finding the area of the section is =(λ/360°) λr2Substitute r = 11, λ = 300 ° π ≈ 3.14.≈ (300° / 360°)â 3.14â 112= 316.7So, the area of the given section is about 316.7 cm2. Question 6: In circle C
if XCZ is the central angle and the XYZ is a written angle and m∠XYZ = 58 degrees and a radius of 10 inches. Find the area of the XCZ section. (Take π ≈ 3.14 and round your response to a decimal place, if necessary) Solution :written by Angle Theory, we have 1/2 ∠XCZ = m∠XYZMultiply both sides by 2.m∠XCZ = 2
∠ m∠XYZGiven : m∠XYZ = 58°. Then, we havem∠XCZ = 2 58°m∠XCZ = 116°So, the central angle is λ° 116. The formula for finding the area of the section is = (λ / 360°) π = 116° and Λ ≈ 3.14.≈ (116° / 360°) × 3.14 × 102= 101.2So, the area of the XCZ section is about 101.2 in2. Question 7: If QRS is a central angle
and m∠QRS = 46 degrees, m∠SRT = 80 degrees, and the diameter is 4 inches, then find the area of the shadow section. (Take π ≈ 3.14 and round your response to a decimal location, if necessary) solution:according to: m∠QRS = 46 degrees and m∠SRT = 80°. Then, we have ∠QRS + m∠SRT = 46° + 80°m∠QRS +
m∠SRT = 126 degrees measuring the central angle of shaded area:m∠QRT = 360° - 126°M∠QRT = 234 degree radius the circle :Radius = Diameter / 2Radius = 4 / 2Radius = 2 inchesThe formula to find area of the sector is = (π / 360°) peoples λr2Substitute r = 2, π = 234° and Λ ≈ 3.14≈ (234° / 360°) * 3.14 * 22 =
8.2So, the area of the shaded part is about 8.2 in2. Apart from the stuff given above, if you need anything else in math, please use our custom Google search here. If you have any feedback about our mathematical content, please email us: v4formath@gmail.comWe always appreciate your feedback. You can also visit
the following web pages on different things in math. WORD PROBLEMSHCF AND LCM WORDS PROBLEMS WORDS PROBLEMS IN SIMPLE EQUATIONS WORD PROBLEMS IN LINEAR EQUATIONS WORD PROBLEMS IN QUATRAIN EQUATIONS WORD PROBLEMS WORDS PROBLEMS IN TRAINSAREA
AND WORD ENVIRONMENT PROBLEMS WORDS PROBLEMS IN DIRECT VARIETY AND REVERSE VARIATION OF WORD PROBLEMS IN UNIT PRICEWORD PROBLEMS IN UNIT RATE WORD PROBLEMS COMPARED TO CONVERSION RATE COMMON UNITS WORDS PROBLEMS CONVERSION UNIT
METRIC WORD PROBLEMS WORDS PROBLEMS IN SIMPLE PROBLEMS INTERESTWORD PROBLEMS IN COMBINATION PROBLEMS INTERESTWORD IN A VARIETY OF ANGLES COMPLEMENTARY AND COMPLEMENTARY WORDS ProblemsDou facts words problems words problems words problems
season profit and loss of word problems mark-up and mark-up word problems word ten problems words problems words problems in fractionsWord problems in the mix fractrionsOne step equation words problems unequal linear problems wordsratio and ratio of words problems time and work word problems words
problems in collections and venn chart word problems in agesPygorean theorem word problemsPercent of a number of Word problems word problems in fixed speedWord problems in the average speed of Word problems in total angles of a triangle is 180 degreeOTHER threads profit and loss shortcutsPercentage
shortcutsTimes table shortcutsTime, speed and distance shortcutsRatio and the shortcut ratio ofDomain and a range of logical functions range and range of logical functions with perforated graph functions logical functions chart logical functions with holes returning repeat decimal in to fractions of logical numbers defined
square root using the long divided method.C.M To solve time and work problems translate word problems in Remainder algebraic phrases when 2 powers divided 256 by 17Remainder when 17 powers divided 23 by 16sum of all three digits of divisive numbers by 6Sum of all three digits of divisive numbers by 7Sum of all
three digits of divisive numbers by 8Sum of all three digit numbers formed using 1, 3 , 4Sum of all three four-digit numbers composed of non-zero digits Of all three four-digit numbers composed of 0, 1, 2, 3Sum of all three four-digit numbers formed using 1, 2, 5, 6 copyrighted onlinemath4all.com SBI! We can use our
knowledge about the area of a circle to help us find the area of a section. We know that the area of a circle is given by \(A = \pi {r^2}\) but if a section is only part of a circle, we can only find the area of the section. For example, A complete rotation of a circle is \(2\pi\) Radian, we know that any smaller angle would be part
of a fraction of \(2\pi\). For example, \(\pi radians\times\Large\frac{{1revolution}}{{{2\pi radians}} = \Large\frac{\pi}{{2\pi}}revolutions = \Large \frac{1}{2}revolution\) that is, the angle \(\pi\) radians is \(\frac{1}{2}\) of a revolution. Let's make this public: \(\theta {\text{}}radians \times \Large\frac{{1{{text{}}revolution}}{{{2\pi
radians}} = \Large \frac then the part that sizes the angle It\(\theta\) exactly \(\Large\frac{\theta}{{{2\pi}}}\) is a circle, then the area of a section \(\frac{\theta}{{2\pi}}\) Equal to the area of a circle. That, \({A_{sector}} = \Large \frac{\theta}{{2\pi}} \times {A_{circle}}\) \( = \Large \frac{\theta}{{2\pi}} \cd \piot {r^2}\) \( = \Large
\frac{{{\theta {r^2}}}}}}}}}}}}{2}\) Example: Find the area of the solution section: We just need to replace the angle and radius to our formula. But first we note that \(150^\circ\times\Large\frac{{\pi radians}}{{180^\circ}} = \Large\frac{{5\pi}}{6}radians\) Then\(A = \Large\frac{\theta}{2}{r^2} = \Large\frac{1}{2} left) {\Large
\frac{{5\pi}}}{6}} \right)\left({{{10}^2}} \right) = \Large \frac{{500\pi}}{{12}} = \Large \frac{{125\pi}}{3}i{n^2}\) Example: Find the area of the sector. Solution: Again, we need to simply replace our angle and radius to our formula. But first we need to convert \(240^\circ\) to Radians. We have \(240^\circ\times\Large\frac{{\pi
radians}}{{{180^\circ}} = \Large\frac{{4\pi}}}{3}radians\) Then the area of the sector is \(A = \Large\frac{\theta}{2}{r^2} = \Large\frac{1}{2} <1> \cdot \Large \frac{{4\pi}}{3} \cdot {11^2} = \Large \frac{{484\pi}}}{6} = \Large \frac{{242\pi}}}{3}i{n^2}\) Below you can download and practice some free math sheets. Action.
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